
  

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

The following sub chapter answers the questions in the statement of the problem of how 

intended meaning, ideology and power relation are used by Donald Trump in his speech. The 

intended meaning of Donald Trump’s speech is the recognition of Jerusalem as a capital of Israel 

provides that Donald Trump want to fulfill a campaign promise before he become a President. 

He did not like a previous president that failed to deliver their campaign promise about 

Jerusalem as a Capital of Israel. The ideology of Donald Trump’s speech is ideology fascism it is 

because Donald Trump as a President which famous with controversy statement. All of people 

have to listen and do with his command such recognize Jerusalem as a capital of Israel. The last 

is power relation indicates that Donald Trump try to fulfill his campaign promise to be Jerusalem 

as a Capital of Israel. Moreover he also shows his power as President of United State that he 

feels all of parties have to follow him (based on analysis that he has a controversy statement as a 

habit and surely it can be follow). 

Those are each explanation about intended meaning, ideology a power relation used by 

Donald Trump in his speech. Since those three aspects are closely related to each other in CDA, 

especially in analyzing public addresses. 

5.2 Suggestion 

Based on the results achieved in this research, the researcher feels it necessary to give 

suggestions so that it can be used as a material consideration. Those things include as follows: 

5.2.1 It is needed more attention because CDA is closely related with the 

problems that happen in around us. 

5.2.2 The reader of this thesis is suggested to be a good reader, because 

researcher does not have a purpose to criticize certain parties 

5.2.3 The other next researchers in CDA. It is suggested to more explore the 

capabilities and creativity in an effort to conduct CDA in the future. 


